1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

High-altitude environments of 2500 m above sea level (masl) are characterized by barometric hypoxia. Chronic exposure to hypobaric hypoxia in such extreme and adverse environments evokes short- and long-term physiologic adaptations to maintain tissue oxygen levels at high altitude in animals and humans. Recent work suggests that high altitude dewellers, in particular in American countries and Tibet ([@bib0010]; [@bib0365]), may present with lower infection rates and/or less severe symptoms of COVID-19 compared to lowlanders ([@bib0010]; [@bib0260]; [@bib0365]). This epidemiologic finding raises the question of whether physiological mechanisms underlying the acclimatization to high altitude or in turn the development of acute mountain sickness (AMS- that in severe cases may progress in high-altitude pulmonary and cerebral edema), may provide potential avenues for understanding the severity of symptoms and treatment of SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Here, we provide a survey of similarities of acute mountain sickness to COVID-19 and suggest that the physiologic response to high altitude, characterized by an increase in erythropoietin (EPO), may provide a framework to develop an adjuvant therapy in COVID-19. Indeed, a recently published case study from Iran supports EPO as an effective treatment of severe COVID-19 pathophysiology ([@bib0190]).

2. General similarities of acute mountain sickness and COVID-19 {#sec0010}
===============================================================

Initial clinical assessments of the COVID-19 pandemic provide strong evidence that many people infected with SARS-CoV-2 show no symptoms or display "classic" flu-like symptoms including low level fever, dry cough, muscle ache, and/or mild fatigue. These mild cases of SARS-CoV-2 infection recover without ever developing acute respiratory distress ([@bib0095]; [@bib0520]; [@bib0545], [@bib0550]). However, a subset of cases develops severe symptoms and hypoxemia (low level of oxygen in the blood). The dichotomy of disease severity following SARS-CoV-2 infection is partially explained by comorbidities such as hypertension, diabetes, asthma or kidney dysfunction, and is weakly linked to gender (males are more prone to develop respiratory distress ([@bib0160])). Thus, the mechanisms underlying the dichotomy of disease severity remain unclear.

Acute mountain sickness (AMS) has a similar dichotomy in disease severity in subsets of lowlanders shortly after ascent to high altitude of \> 2500 masl. These high-altitude environments have low barometric pressures and consequently low partial pressures of oxygen in inspired air ([@bib0085]; [@bib0150]) sufficient to cause hypoxemia, which can lead to AMS. AMS usually presents with headache, nausea, dyspnea, increased heart and respiratory rates, and vomiting. In few cases, AMS evolve into high-altitude pulmonary edema (HAPE) or high-altitude cerebral edema (HACE). Interestingly, the severity of AMS depends on the altitude reached, but seems independent of fitness or general health status ([@bib0065]; [@bib0425]). Thus, like SARS-CoV-2 infection, why some can cope with the hypoxic environment while others fail to acclimatize is not easily explained ([@bib0025]). Moreover, the same sexual dimorphism (with higher impact in males ([@bib0220]; [@bib0265]; [@bib0340]), and some genetic basis for the dichotomy in the development of severe AMS is also identified ([@bib0400]).

Even though AMS and COVID-19 have different pathogenic mechanisms (barometric hypoxia vs. viral infection), the disease progression and specific symptoms show remarkable overlap. Both AMS and COVID-19 trigger a perfect storm in the respiratory system, targeting the integrative layers of the respiratory system, injuring the lungs, impairing oxygen transport, compromising gas exchange and impacting neural circuits controlling breathing (see [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} ).Table 1Summary of the overlapping pathophysiology of Acute Mountain Sickness (AMS) and COVID-19.Table 1AMSCOVID-19GENERAL FEATURES --- UPPER AIRWAYSCoughyes (in HAPE)yesSore throat\-\--yesRhinitis\-\--yesLUNG --- OXYGEN UPTAKEVasoconstrictionyesyesShortness of breath or difficulty breathingyesyesPulmonary edemayesyesBLOOD --- OXYGEN TRANSPORTDecreased 02 transport by hemoglobinyesyesLymphopeniayesyesHaemolysisyesyesHigher leukocyte numbersnoyesBRAINLoss of taste and smellnoyesHypoxic respiratory failureyesyesImpaired central respiratory networkyesunclearBrain edemayesyesCerebrovascular conditions (inflammation)nounclearOther neurological impairment (headache, dizziness, etc)yesyesSEX DIMORPHYSMMen most affectedyesyesOTHEREndothelial inflammation (lungs, heart, kidney)mildsevereOxidative stressmildyesFevernoyesDiarrheanoyes

3. Current understanding of COVID-19 pathogenesis {#sec0015}
=================================================

Severe cases of SARS-CoV-2 infection can cause pneumonia-associated acute lung-injury and multiple-organ dysfunction where heart-, liver- and kidney-dysfunction are also observed ([@bib0095]; [@bib0520]). Indeed, computerized tomography (CT) images from the lungs after SARS-CoV-2 infection show ground-glass opacities localized to alveoli indicating the presence of acute lung injury ([@bib0055]). The current working hypothesis for the pathogenesis of COVID-19 suggests that the highly-expressed angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) in the airway epithelia and particular the alveoli ([@bib0195]) acts as primary gateway for the cellular penetration of SARS-CoV-2 causing inflammation and local cell death ([@bib0260]; [@bib0480]; [@bib0560]). A previous animal study supports this working hypothesis by showing that ACE2 knock-out mice develop significantly less acute lung injury after infection with SARS-CoV ([@bib0250]).

Features of the disease that are more common in severe cases, while also abundant in mild cases, may reflect physiological processes involved in COVID-19 disease progression. Currently, a common consensus in both mild and severe cases of COVID-19 is an underlying increase in proinflammatory cytokine levels, but also an acute loss of lymphocytes ([@bib0095]; [@bib0545], [@bib0550]), and also a loss of red blood cells ([@bib0095]). These features suggest a strong and generalized immune response (cytokine storm) involving many cytokine mediators in severe cases of COVID-19. Organ damage, especially acute lung injury, is thought to be a common consequence of the cytokine storm that injures tissues and triggers a compensatory fibrotic healing mechanism that can result in persistent organ dysfunction ([@bib0485]). Several reports of vascular damage in patients with severe respiratory symptoms support the hypothesis that endothelial cells are at high risk for damage by a cytokine storm ([@bib0380]; [@bib0515]; [@bib0525]; [@bib0550]; [@bib0560]). Thus, damage to the heart, lung, kidneys and brain may be mediated by excessive inflammation following SARS-CoV-2 infection. Similarly, the respiratory distress evoked by SARS-CoV-2 infection could also be exacerbated by vascular damage in the lungs. Indeed, autopsies report oedematous, congested and widened lung blood vessels and focal haemorrhage in lung tissue ([@bib0525]; [@bib0550]). Although a cytokine storm appears to be a central pathologic mechanism following SARS-CoV-2 infection, anti-inflammatory therapies were reported to be ineffective or not recommended due to their potential to increase disease progression by delaying the development of adaptive immunity ([@bib0545]). Recent clinical reports show that respiratory distress in COVID-19, may have a more complex pathogenesis ([@bib0170]). These authors report that while hyperventilation indicated severe hypoxemia, paradoxically lung compliance (elasticity) appears to be still normal (silent hypoxemia). In other words, hyperventilation and therefore increased minute ventilation fails to compensate for hypoxemia, while primary lung function appears to be only modestly impaired by lung edema. The silent hypoxemia seen COVID-19 could relate reports of decreased erythrocyte counts ([@bib0095]; [@bib0290]; [@bib0520]) and low hematocrit ([@bib0135]; [@bib0295]). These observations further suggest that SARS-CoV-2 may target several components of the respiratory system including impaired oxygen uptake, oxygen transport and potentially also effects on the central regulation of breathing (further details see below).

Overall, the current understanding is that the pathogenesis of COVID-19 appears to be heterogeneous and may require individual approaches to treat respiratory distress caused by pathophysiologies across several functional parts of the respiratory and other organ systems.

4. Physiological acclimatization to life in high altitude -- clues for treating COVID-19 {#sec0020}
========================================================================================

High-altitude environments above 2500 masl have a low partial pressure of oxygen ([@bib0085]; [@bib0150]). Despite living in such a challenging environment, people acclimatize and adapt to life at high-altitude ([@bib0205]). Acclimatization to hypobaric hypoxia depends on both immediate and gradual physiological adjustments of the respiratory system ([@bib0085]). Hyperventilation is the immediate acute response that compensates emerging hypoxia ([@bib0205]; [@bib0315]) via a sensor-mediated increase in minute ventilation. The hyperventilation is mediated by augmented synaptic input from the carotid bodies, the peripheral arterial oxygen sensors, that evoke a centrally-mediated increase of respiratory rate and tidal volume ([@bib0255]; [@bib0300]; [@bib0500]). The compensatory hyperventilation in high altitude emerges immediately and raises alveolar ventilation by 25--30 % depending on the altitude reached. Consequently, the increased partial pressure of oxygen in the alveolar space helps to restore physiological oxygen diffusion gradients between the alveoli and blood.

In addition to the initial carotid body-mediated compensatory hyperventilation, gradually increasing numbers of circulating erythrocytes are observed after exposure to hypobaric hypoxia ([@bib0315]; [@bib0465]; [@bib0565]). Erythropoietin (EPO), an essential hormone for the stimulation of the production of red blood cells increases during sustained hypoxemia ([@bib0315]; [@bib0465]). At high altitude, the increase in EPO secretion from the kidneys and liver triggers a gradual increase of red blood cells over a period of two weeks (or longer, depending on the reached altitude) and is the major effector of the acclimatization to a high altitude environment ([@bib0480]).

Other hormonal and molecular mechanisms also play important regulatory functions during gradual acclimatization to high altitude hypoxia. As such, hypoxia (itself) is the main stimulus causing hypoxic diuresis and natriuresis by inhibition of renal tubular sodium reabsorption ([@bib0210]; [@bib0235]; [@bib0415]). This process leads to the loss of body water (hypovolemia) and reduction of the plasma volume generating haemoconcentration, a phenomenon that efficiently increases the oxygen carrying capacity of the blood ([@bib0085]). However, since prolonged and pronounced hypoxic diuretic response may lead to dehydration, diuresis is regulated by action of the renin-- angiotensin--system (RAS). As such, activation of the RAS system during the first hours of exposure to hypoxia regulates diuresis, but in parallel helps to counterbalance pulmonary vasoconstriction by leading a transient increase of ACE2 receptors in lung during the early stages of hypoxia ([@bib0495]; [@bib0540]). However, later on, the expression of ACE2 in lung (and other tissues) finally decreases after the accumulation of the hypoxia-inducible factor-1 (HIF-1) ([@bib0120]; [@bib0540]). These physiological mechanisms of acclimatization to high altitude hypoxia might be an important link for the reported decrease in severity of COVID-19 in high-altitude dwellers since cell penetration of SARS-CoV-2 via ACE2 might be diminished after high-altitude acclimatization ([@bib0010]; [@bib0365]).

5. Neurological pathogenesis of COVID-19 and acute mountain sickness {#sec0025}
====================================================================

Both COVID-19 and AMS are associated with neurologic symptoms. High-altitude induces hypoxemia, which when uncompensated (or only partially compensated) can lead to dizziness, nausea, headaches, and shortness of breath. Further development of AMS associates with the onset of high-altitude cerebral edema (HACE) and then, the neurological symptoms progress to loss of consciousness possibly leading to fatal ataxia (including the failure of motor control of breathing) ([@bib0125]; [@bib0240]; [@bib0320]).

Similarly, SARS-CoV-2 infection in the central nervous system may trigger diffuse neurological symptoms such as headache, nausea and dizziness and have been observed in substantial numbers of severe COVID-19 cases ([@bib0280]). These neurological symptoms are largely attributed to inflammation in the cerebral vasculature but also in the central nervous system (CNS) causing brain edemas. An early COVID-19 report indicated that SARS-CoV-2 could be found in the cerebrospinal fluid and was associated with encephalitis caused by excessive inflammatory response on cerebral blood endothelium ([@bib0335]). However, SARS-CoV-2 may affect the brain directly, as SARS-CoV infects central neural tissue in humans ([@bib0185]; [@bib0515]). Similarly, animal studies also demonstrate that intranasal inoculation with human strains of the virus MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV infect the central nervous system ([@bib0275]; [@bib0325]; [@bib0360]). Infected areas in the brain specifically included cardiorespiratory control areas in the brainstem ([@bib0360]). The route of infection of the brainstem could be either linked to a leaky blood-brain barrier after viral infection ([@bib0450]) or could be also taken up by sensory nerves, particularly by those innervating the airways (e.g. nasal trigeminal and pulmonary vagal nerves). Further, ACE2 is expressed in the brainstem ([@bib0130]) suggesting that brainstem cardio-respiratory circuits may be most susceptible for viral infection. Together, these observations raise the hypothesis that impaired neuronal activities within the brainstem cardio-respiratory network may contribute to pathophysiologic manifestations of SARS-CoV-2 infection.

The growing evidence of silent hypoxemia in COVID-19 (low blood oxygen levels associated without respiratory distress; ([@bib0170]; [@bib0510]) implies an inadequate response of centrally-mediated increased minute ventilation which fails to compensate for the developing hypoxemia. Such an inadequate physiological response to hypoxia is discussed for AMS ([@bib0155]; [@bib0390]). Thus, we speculate that arterial oxygen sensors of the carotid body (CB) that mediate hyperventilation to compensate for the low arterial oxygen levels ([@bib0305]; [@bib0370]; [@bib0375]) are impaired in some severe cases of COVID-19. Consistent with this hypothesis, ACE2 is expressed in the CB ([@bib0270]). Thus, it is possible that SARS-CoV-2 specifically infects and impairs the oxygen-sensing glomus cells of the CB ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} ). However, COVID-19 patients with silent hypoxemia do hyperventilate and appear to increase their minute ventilation ([@bib0170]; [@bib0310]). Thus, at first sight the COVID-19 hyperventilation contradicts the hypothesis of an impaired function of the CB. However, we cannot find any detailed information regarding tidal volumes of hypoxemic COVID-19 patients. Therefore, it is presently unclear whether hyperventilation is caused by the CB mediated physiological response that includes both increase in respiratory frequency and tidal volume ([@bib0075]), or if the observed hyperventilation rather reflects the pattern of rapid shallow breathing that can be linked to a variety of other COVID-19 symptoms (fever, inflammation, etc.).Fig. 1SARS-CoV-2 infections are associated with silent hypoxemia. The figure illustrates the working hypothesis that silent hypoxemia is linked to both SARS-CoV-2 infection of oxygen-sensing glomus cells of the carotid body via the ACE2 gate and SARS-CoV-2 infection or systemic inflammation may reduce the oxygen carrying capacity of erythrocytes. We postulate that these convergent mechanisms could cause hypoxemia while impairing carotid body function. Therefore, the failure to trigger the centrally mediated increase in respiratory rate and tidal volume that normally would compensate for low blood oxygen level may cause silent hypoxemia seen in COVID-19 patients.Fig. 1

Since silent hypoxemia has not (yet) been attributed to significantly impaired lung function ([@bib0170]; [@bib0310]) in these subsets of patients ([@bib0170]; [@bib0310]), reduced pulmonary oxygen uptake also cannot be the primary cause of hypoxemia. Instead, the loss of red blood cells ([@bib0095]; [@bib0290]; [@bib0520]) and low hematocrit ([@bib0135]; [@bib0295]) may be linked to the low oxygen concentration in the blood ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, we suggest that the otherwise uncommon silent hypoxemia in COVID-19 might be caused by a combination of impaired oxygen-sensing mechanisms in the CB and a reduced capacity for oxygen transport in the blood ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}; for more details see 5.1.).

6. EPO is a strong candidate for the treatment of respiratory and non-respiratory symptoms of COVID-19 {#sec0030}
======================================================================================================

Because of the potential protective role of high-altitude acclimatization outlined above, we suggest that EPO could be an adjuvant therapy to treat or mitigate hypoxemia and lethality in COVID-19. Importantly, permanent citizens of major towns at high altitude, particularly in South America, have 2−4-fold increases in serum levels of EPO compared to lowlanders ([@bib0035]). Thus, while the proposed protective effect of living at high altitude on COVID-19 severity ([@bib0010]; [@bib0365]) certainly requires further validation, below, we propose a mechanism as to why EPO could be a potential adjuvant treatment alleviating various symptoms of COVID-19 ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 2Graphical illustration of the impact of SARS-CoV-2 on the integrated level of the respiratory system (left column of the figure). On the right column of the figure we summarize the potential benefits of erythropoietin (EPO) treatment on impaired respiratory functions in COVID-19.Fig. 2

6.1. EPO stimulates oxygen uptake and transport {#sec0035}
-----------------------------------------------

EPO stimulates erythropoiesis and heme synthesis and thereby can compensate COVID-19 associated loss of red blood cells and reduction in oxygen binding. The kidneys are the primary sources of EPO that targets erythroid progenitor cells in the bone marrow to stimulate red blood cell production ([@bib0215]). As such, EPO treatment after SARS-CoV-2 infection may help to restore hemoglobin levels and improve oxygen delivery to the tissues. Importantly, in the context of COVID-19, EPO also contributes to the regulation of heme production ([@bib0105]). Indeed, a highly controversial (see commentary by ([@bib0385])) biological modelling study suggested a likelihood that SARS-CoV-2 may attack the beta-chain of hemoglobin ([@bib0290]). Beside direct effects of SARS-CoV-2 on erythrocytes, it is even more likely that inflammatory mediators cause insufficient erythropoiesis by promoting structural and functional alterations of erythrocytes ([@bib0410]) in COVID-19. Thus, independent of the underlying pathophysiological mechanism, EPO treatment will allow for both an increase of red blood cells, as well as heme metabolism, and could improve oxygen transport to the tissues in COVID-19 patients as demonstrated clinically by Hadadi and colleagues ([@bib0190]).

Since a previous clinical trial showed that EPO injections once a week for four consecutive weeks is an effective prophylactic treatment for AMS ([@bib0200]), we speculate that EPO could be effective for treating at least the subsets of COVID-19 patients that have developed hypoxemia in association with low red blood cell counts or low hematocrit ([@bib0135]; [@bib0295]). Indeed, a most recent case study reports that EPO treatment has helped to stabilize a severe COVID-19 patient admitted to intensive care ([@bib0190]). Recombinant human EPO was used as a final treatment option for an 80-year-old COVID-19 patient who recovered from the severe stage of the disease ([@bib0190]). In this case, one week before the therapy, the patient already had hemoglobin deficiency, which further declined as the disease progressed. With EPO treatment, his hemoglobin levels eventually improved to physiologic levels and the patient was discharged from intensive care.

6.2. EPO protects pulmonary vascular beds and counteract hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction {#sec0040}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

COVID-19 patients show ground-glass opacities localized to alveoli indicating the presence of acute lung injury ([@bib0055]; [@bib0430]). Thus, given the prevalence of vascular bed damage in the lungs and other organ systems of COVID-19 patients, a key mechanism of EPO is the protection of pulmonary endothelium and the prevention of pulmonary edema ([@bib0330]). Experiments performed in mice demonstrated that EPO protects against renal ischemia-reperfusion-induced acute lung injury, playing a key role in suppressing pulmonary edema as well as attenuating alveolar epithelial cell swelling ([@bib0555]). Moreover, protective anti-inflammatory effects of EPO against lung injury was also observed in several animal disease models such as sepsis, lung injury and inflammation ([@bib0245]; [@bib0350]; [@bib0395]; [@bib0490]; [@bib0535]).

A key mechanism for developing high-altitude pulmonary edema (HAPE) is the hypoxia-mediated vasoconstriction of pulmonary arteries and capillary beds ([@bib0470]; [@bib0475]) as well as the redistribution of blood flow from basal to apical levels of the lungs ([@bib0140]; [@bib0470]; [@bib0475]). Here, EPO counteracts the pulmonary vasoconstriction by increasing the endothelial capacity to produce the vasodilator nitric oxide (NO) ([@bib0045]; [@bib0040]). Studies performed in transgenic mice (Tg6) that overexpress human EPO constitutively showed that, despite extremely high hematocrit values (80 % hematocrit), blood pressure, heart rate, and cardiac output were normal ([@bib0405]). In fact, the adaptive mechanisms to excessive erythrocytosis in these animals also involved an increased activity of endothelial NO synthase (eNOS). Thus, the eNOS-mediated enhanced NO synthesis in Tg6 mice results in generalized peripheral vasodilatation ([@bib0405]). In human, elevation of NO metabolism in the lung is reported for Tibetans and Andeans as an adaptive mechanism that counteracts high-altitude hypoxia ([@bib0030]). Therefore, as actions of the non-erythropoietic effects of EPO have immediate action, it is reasonable to propose that EPO may be an effective therapeutic strategy that could alleviate SARS-CoV-2-mediated acute lung injury and lung edema by protecting the pulmonary microvascular endothelium integrity and by preventing vasoconstriction in pulmonary arteries.

6.3. EPO protects the nervous system {#sec0045}
------------------------------------

In addition to its erythropoietic function, EPO can be also secreted by neurons and astrocytes ([@bib0005]; [@bib0050]; [@bib0225]) and thus directly affects local brain circuits and cerebral microenvironments. Following systemic administration, EPO crosses the blood-brain barrier attaining peak concentrations in the brain after 4−6 h ([@bib0020]; [@bib0230]; [@bib0460]; [@bib0505]). Accordingly, EPO exerts a neuroprotective function in ischemic stroke and traumatic brain injury models in rodents, monkeys and humans ([@bib0070]; [@bib0165]; [@bib0175]; [@bib0180]) and can prevent cardio-respiratory dysfunction following exposure to chronic intermittent hypoxia ([@bib0145]). Stroke and brain injury models are associated with local inflammation cerebrovascular system and brain edema. Thus, EPO could alleviate general neurological symptoms in severe COVID-19 cases by acting both centrally and peripherally.

As discussed above, SARS-CoV-2 infection may specifically affect the function of the brainstem. Via its neuroprotective effects, EPO can counteract SARS-CoV-2 infection by acting specifically on these primary central control circuits. First, experiments performed in cohorts of rats that were housed permanently at high-altitude (La Paz, Bolivia, 3600 masl), showed that EPO expression was drastically increased in the brainstem (but not in the forebrain) regions ([@bib0420]). Second, centrally acting EPO stimulates hypoxic ventilation independent of stimulation of the oxygen sensors of the carotid body ([@bib0435]). This centrally mediated hypoxic hyperventilation was abolished after application with an EPO antagonist ([@bib0015]; [@bib0440]). This action of EPO could be of particular interest in COVID-19 patients since the central action of EPO could restore a compensatory hypoxic hyperventilatory response in cases associated with impaired function of peripheral oxygen sensors. Since EPO can acts on the brain within 4−6 hours ([@bib0020]; [@bib0460]; [@bib0505]), EPO could be utilized as a short acting emergency treatment, in particular in patients with silent hypoxemia of unknown origins.

6.4. Anti-inflammatory therapeutical effects of EPO {#sec0050}
---------------------------------------------------

Increasing numbers of clinical reports raise concerns that SARS-CoV-2 infections can also cause kidney and heart failure due to excessive inflammation (cytokine storm) targeting the vascular beds. EPO can exert potent effects to heal and protect vascular beds in animal models of hemorrhage ([@bib0080]; [@bib0100]; [@bib0455]). In this context, EPO can prevent and/or protect against tissue damage and inflammation in several tissues and vascular beds ([@bib0350]). Anti-inflammatory effects of EPO were evident in animal models of chronic inflammation and infectious diseases ([@bib0115]; [@bib0345]; [@bib0530]). Importantly, a positive effect of EPO on the clinical outcome was shown in critically ill patients suffering from sepsis ([@bib0110]; [@bib0355]). Thus, in addition to the beneficial effects of EPO on several aspects of the respiratory system, EPO might also counteract COVID-19 effects on the vascular beds of other vital organs such as the heart and kidneys.

6.5. Limitations of EPO as adjuvant therapy in COVID-19 {#sec0055}
-------------------------------------------------------

Growing evidence suggests that SARS-CoV-2 infection may also predispose patients to thrombosis ([@bib0060]). Therefore, it needs to be stressed that thrombotic complications (especially venous thromboembolism) have also been reported in patients undergoing chronic therapy with EPO stimulating agents ([@bib0285]). However, EPO derivatives such as carbamylated EPO (CEPO) ([@bib0090]) and asialo EPO ([@bib0445]) have significantly reduced hematopoietic function, but remain fully organ-protective ([@bib0090]). Finally, co-treatment of EPO with anti-coagulant or anti-thrombotic factors, such as heparin should be able to circumvent such complications in hospitalized COVID-19 patients.

7. Conclusion {#sec0060}
=============

Symptomatic similarities between SARS-CoV-2 virus infection and AMS suggest that the physiologic mechanisms underlying acclimatization to high-altitude hypoxia may identify therapeutic targets for the prophylaxis and treatment of COVID-19. Infection with SARS-CoV-2 results in a series of multi-organ complications that vary according to the severity of the disease: inflammatory endothelial damage, shortness of breath, pulmonary vasoconstriction, pulmonary edema, neuroinflammation, cardiac thrombosis, cerebral stroke, hemolysis, and potentially impaired carotid body mediated oxygen-sensing resulting in an inadequate central hypoxic response. Increasing EPO levels, one of the most important adaptations to hypobaric hypoxia, may have a major therapeutic impact on most of the aforementioned pathological features and may be especially effective in counteracting the silent hypoxemia and loss of erythrocytes in severe COVID-19 cases.
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